Adi Shakti
The Feminine, Pure Desire Power of God Almighty; The Pure
Love and Compassion of God Almighty, which does all the work of
Creation (930606; 950910); Who destroys the evil forces to
save Her children from negativity; Who is Saptashringi (meaning
the 7 peaks at Sahastrara), and who gives rise to the 3 Shaktis…
Mahakali (Comforting), Mahasaraswati (Counselling), Mahalakshmi
(Redeeming and Awakening), and also to Amba, the Kundalini; Who
is Parashakti, beyond all these powers, the Power of Sadashiva,
of God Almighty (900923; 890524); Who is reflected in totality
as Mahakali, who then when She desires, divides and produces
the 2 other powers of Mahasaraswati and Mahalakshmi (890619),
and with these arise the three: Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesha.
These three types of powers always play on the chakras. The
female is the power, and the male is the kinetic power (850901)
The power… 'She' is the power, and 'She' is called as Shakti…
'She' is the power. So 'He' is the God Almighty… and his power
is a 'She'… the Holy Ghost…the Divine Power of God… is Love…
which has got… one is the Creative power… and another is the
power of Desire. First he must have desire… and then he
creates… so, he has the power of Desire… then he has the power
of Creativity… and also he has a third power which gives us
Sustainance… and Evolution… so this third power is more
important because that gives us this Ascent also. This is the
manifestation of the Holy Ghost, which is the power of God
Almighty… which is the power of his Divine Love (821008)
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Sahajvidya – Adi Shakti
The Devi, the Goddess (891008.1); Who integrates and unites
everything (890524); Who first created Shri Ganesha, the
source of wisdom and innocence - the Eternal Child (970600);
Whose son is Shri Ganesha, and who made us in the same way
that She created Ganesha - without the Father, on Her own
(860907); The Power of God's Grace, and who is also Adi Maya,
and had to assume ego so that She could create, firstly by
creating the three powers (850528); First the Desire Power on
the left side is created, then the action power (unless there is
desire there cannot be action), and then the interaction of these
two produces the third power, of evolution, whilst the Adi Shakti
remains as the Residual Power, after creating these other three.
So the fourth power is the Kundalini, which is the reflection of
the Adi Shakti in human beings (850528); The Primordial Mother,
the Adi Shakti came 12000 years back in more than 1000
Incarnations, to protect Her children, the devotees, from those
negative forces, that were trying to destroy them (790530)
- Jai Shri Mataji -

Tape References:
Date/Ref - Title - Qual – mins

-891008.1 Destroy those demons within, Margate - see 891008 good 45
-890619 Ascent, Mahakali Puja - San Diego - see 890611 good 25
-850901 Vishnumaya Puja, Wimbledon - see 850901 good 50
-850528 Miracles (+ Facing Seeker's questions) - see 860725 good 10
-821008 We don’t have to suffer, Bedford - see 821007(Video) Good
790530 A Higher Life - A World of Bliss and Joy - Caxton Hall good 55
850528 Kundalini Power and Creation - Los Angeles good 45
850901 Vishnumaya Puja/Brompton Sq. Puja - Wimbledon/Brompton Sq
860907 Establishing Shri Ganesha Principle, San Diego good 55
890524 Integration of Athena - Athens, Greece good 45
900923 Navaratri Puja - Geneva, Switzerland good 75
930606 Shri Adi Shakti Puja - Cabella good 55
950910 Ganesha Puja - Cabella (The value of Innocence) good 65
- end -
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